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ABSTRACT
The objective of these series of studies is to evaluate soil penetration behavior against rigid missile
impacts. This paper shows the penetration test program and results using homogenous dry fine sand.
Small-scaled rigid missiles impact soil specimens with a given impact velocity and impact angle using a
high-pressure pneumatic missile launcher composed of a launching tube, an air chamber, an air
compressor and a pressure booster. Many test cases that varied with impact velocity, impact angle and
soil stiffness are performed based on a supposed scaling law.
As a result, in case of impact angle of low 20 degrees, rigid missiles are skidding across soil
specimens after penetration into the soil. In the case of an impact angle of 90 degrees and an oblique 60
degrees, rigid missiles are penetrating into the soil specimens. Although the penetration depth is slightly
greater as impact velocity increases, the influence of impact velocity on penetration depth is not
necessarily strong in this study. Also, while penetration depth is greater as soil density and stiffness
decreases, the relationship between penetration depth and impact velocity is similarly observed
irrespective of soil density and stiffness.
INTRODUCTION
Present structural evaluations for underground structures against missile impacts in Japan conservatively
consider the penetration depth into the soil against rigid missile impacts using the empirical equation
proposed by Young, C.W (1969) called Young's formula in the following because there are no assessment
methodologies for soil impacts in NEI07-13 [Revision 8P] (2011). But the detailed information and the
influence are not clear regarding not only soil properties but also impact angle in the test data for Young's
formula.
Based on the above background, many penetration tests into the soil against rigid missile impact
are performed with varied soil properties, impact angles and impact velocities in this paper. Based on the
test results, this paper also shows quantitatively the influence of these parameters on soil failure mode and
penetration depth into the soil.
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TEST PROGRAM
Penetration tests into the soil against small-scaled rigid missile impacts have taken careful note of the
following viewpoints regarding test program matters:
a) Scaling Law
b) Missile Launcher
c) Soil Specimens
d) Measurement Plan
e) Test Cases
Detail descriptions of the above matters are as follows.
Scaling Law
Penetration tests into the soil against small-scaled rigid missile impacts cannot help being performed with
small-scaled tests because of the restrictions of the missile launcher system. Therefore, the test program is
planned according to the following scaling law.
First, the shock wave propagation problem is generally given by the equation for wave motion on
a real scale defined in equation (1).
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  2  g
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(1)

Here, u: Displacement, g: Acceleration of gravity,  : Density, t: Time,  : Stress, x:
Coordinate system
Substituting five key parameters of ku, ka, k , kt and k into equation (1), equation (2) is
obtained. This is the equation for wave motion in a small-scaled space defined in equation (2).
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Here, ku: Length scale ratio, ka : Acceleration scale ratio, k :Density scale ratio, kt: Time

scale ratio, k : Stress scale ratio
Since equation (2) is equal to equation (1) even in a small-scaled space, equation (3) and equation
(4) are derived.
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Although the number of the unknowns is five in equation (3) and equation (4), the number of
independent variables is three. To determine these three independent variables, there are generally two
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types of scaling laws such as the Cauchy scaling law and the Froude scaling law in the linear elastic wave
propagation problem shown in Table 1.
Focusing on the concept such that the scale ratio of material property such as density is set to be
unified similar to general impact tests, the Cauchy scaling law is selected for the penetration tests into the
soil against small-scaled rigid missile impacts. Then length scale ratio is supposed to be about 1/50.
Table 1: Cauchy and Froude scaling law in linear elastic wave propagation problem.
Scale Factor

Key
Scale Factor

Other
Scale Factor

Cauchy scaling law

Froude scaling law

Length scale ratio

ku

[1/s]

[1/s]

Stress scale ratio

k

[1]

[1]

Density scale ratio

k

[1]

s

Acceleration scale ratio

ka

s

[1]

Time scale ratio

kt

1/s

1/s0.5

Mass scale ratio

k ku3

1/s3

1/s2

Frequency scale ratio

1/ kt

s

s0.5

Displacement scale ratio

ku

1/s

1/s

Velocity scale ratio

ku/ kt

1

1/s0.5

Missile Launcher
A high-pressure pneumatic missile launcher owned by National Defense Academy of Japan is used for
small-scaled rigid missiles impacts considering past experience of oblique impact tests. This missile
launcher is composed of a launching tube, an air chamber, an air compressor and a pressure booster as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic image of high-pressure pneumatic missile launcher.
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The small-scaled rigid missile used in the high-pressure pneumatic missile launcher is made of
hemispherical steel in the nose. The dimension is 25 to 30 mm diameter and 90 mm length in the axial
region. Also, the total mass is adjusted to be 100g. A full view of a small-scaled rigid missile is shown in
Photo 1.

Photo 1. Full view of a small-scaled rigid missile.
Soil Specimens
Homogenous dry fine sand in grain diameter of 0.2 to 0.4 mm is used for soil specimens in penetration
tests against small-scaled rigid missile impacts because fabrication control, numerical simulation and the
material property of soil specimens are easily set up. For basic soil cases, soil specimens are made
following the fabrication procedure with two-layer compaction by electric vibrator to become the
assumed soil density of 1.6 t/m3. On the other hand, for optional soil cases, soil specimens are supposed to
be looser sand and are thus made following the fabrication procedure without compaction to become the
assumed soil density of 1.4 t/m3.
Reservoir for fabrication and containment of soil specimens is a wooden and acrylic box-shaped.
It has a circular hole just at the impact location and the hole is caulked by a thin vinyl film with a crossshaped precut until missile impact.
Impact direction is fixed because of restriction of the missile launcher. For that reason, as shown
in Figure 2, the soil specimens for oblique impact test are fabricated with slope on the soil surface.
Therefore, reservoir does not have confinement looking toward soil surface.

Figure 2. Schematic image of soil specimens with normal and oblique impact.
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Measurement Plan
For the measurement plan, normal and high-speed video recording measurement, launch speed
measurement and measurement of penetration depth into the soil are planned in penetration tests into the
soil against small-scaled rigid missile impacts.
High-speed video is used to confirm the test condition and performance before and after missile
impact shown in the left of Photo 2.
Also, the launch speed of small-scaled rigid missile is automatically evaluated from the time of
passage in two locations in the launching tube before the missile impact shown in Figure 1. Measurement
condition regarding the launch speed of a small-scaled rigid missile is shown in the right of Photo 2. In
this paper, while missile impact velocity is assumed to be the launch speed of the missile, another impact
velocity measured by high-speed video is almost confirmed to be the same as the launch speed of the
missile in typical test cases.
Finally, for measurement of the penetration depth into the soil, the vertical and horizontal moving
distance of the nose of the missile are measured with a length scale excavating the surface layer of the soil
after the impact tests.

Photo 2. Measurement conditions in the tests.
( Left: high-speed video recording measurement, Right: launch speed measurement)
Test Cases
Variable parameters in penetration tests into the soil consider the impact velocity in addition to soil
properties and the impact angle whose influences are not clear quantitatively in the test data for Young's
formula. Test cases are shown in Table 2 as the base of impact angle of 90 degrees that is a normal impact
on the soil. Test cases are 11 cases with variable parameters such that the targeting impact velocities are
supposed to be the three levels of 100 m/s, 150 m/s and 200 m/s, impact angles are supposed to be the
three levels of 90 (normal impact), 60 , and 20 degrees (oblique impact), and finally the soil material
properties are supposed to be two levels of soil density 1.6 t/m3 with compaction and soil density of 1.4
t/m3 without compaction.
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Table 2: Test cases.

Test Case

Targeting
impact velocity
(m/s)

Impact angle
(degree)

Soil density
(t/m3)

1

200

90

1.6

2

150

90

1.6

3

100

90

1.6

4

200

60

1.6

5

150

60

1.6

6

100

60

1.6

7

200

20

1.6

8

100

20

1.6

9

200

90

1.4

10

150

90

1.4

11

100

90

1.4

TEST RESULTS
Testing conditions before and after missile impact for a typical test case is shown in Photo 3 and Photo 4.
Also, the assumed range of the penetration depth into the soil is evaluated based on the vertical and
horizontal moving distance of the nose of the missile because the exact travel distance of the missile into
the soil cannot be measured. In particular, based on vertical moving distance V and horizontal moving
distance H of the nose of the missile, assumed maximum penetration depth into the soil is derived from
Dmax=H+V and also assumed minimum penetration depth into the soil is derived from Dmin=(H2+V2)0.5
shown in Figure 3.
The outline of the test results is shown in Table 3 summarizing the measured impact velocity, soil
failure mode, vertical and horizontal moving distance of the nose of the missile and finally the assumed
range of the penetration depth into the soil.
As the results, in the case of the impact angle of the low 20 degrees, rigid missiles are skidding
across the soil specimens after penetration into the soil. In the case of impact angle of 90 degrees and an
oblique 60 degrees, rigid missiles are penetrating into soil specimens. Although the penetration depth is
slightly greater as the impact velocity increases, compared to Young's formula, the influence of impact
velocity on penetration depth is not necessarily strong in this study. Also, while penetration depth is
greater as soil density and stiffness decreases, the relationship between penetration depth and impact
velocity is similarly observed irrespective of soil density and stiffness.
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Photo 3. Testing condition before and after missile impact for a typical test case. (Front face of impact)

Photo 4. Testing condition before and after missile impact for a typical test case.
(Side face of impact)

H

V
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2

Figure 3. Assumed range of penetration depth into the soil
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Table 3: Outline of test results.

Test case

Measured
impact
velocity
(m/s)

Impact
angle
(degree)

Soil
density
(t/m3)

Soil
failure
mode

Horizontal
moving
distance
H
(cm)

Vertical
moving
distance
V
(cm)

Range of
penetration
depth into
the soil
(cm)

1

187.1

90

1.6

Penetration

21.0

5.5

21.7~26.5

2

153.1

90

1.6

Penetration

24.0

3.0

24.2~27.0

3

112.4

90

1.6

Penetration

21.0

3.0

21.2~24.0

4

183.4

60

1.6

Penetration

25.5

9.0

27.0~34.5

5

145.4

60

1.6

Penetration

23.0

2.0

23.1~25.0

6

111.2

60

1.6

Penetration

21.0

6.0

21.8~27.0

7

184.9

20

1.6

Skidding

N/A

N/A

N/A

8

110.1

20

1.6

Skidding

N/A

N/A

N/A

9

182.8

90

1.4

Penetration

47.0

9.0

47.9~56.0

10

152.0

90

1.4

Penetration

41.5

3.5

41.6~45.0

11

107.9

90

1.4

Penetration

39.0

5.5

39.4~44.5

CONCLUSION
The objective of these series of studies is to evaluate soil penetration behavior against rigid missile
impacts. This paper shows the penetration test program and results using homogenous dry fine sand.
Small-scaled rigid missiles impact soil specimens with a given impact velocity and impact angle using
high-pressure pneumatic missile launcher composed of a launching tube, an air chamber, an air
compressor and a pressure booster. Many test cases that varied with impact velocity, impact angle and
soil stiffness are performed based on a supposed scaling law.
As a result, in the case of an impact angle of a low 20 degrees, rigid missiles are skidding across
soil specimens after penetration into the soil. In the case of an impact angle of 90 degrees and an oblique
60 degrees, rigid missiles are penetrating into the soil specimens. Although the penetration depth is
slightly greater as impact velocity increases, compared to Young's formula, the influence of impact
velocity on penetration depth is not necessarily strong in this study. Also, while penetration depth is
greater as soil density and stiffness decreases, the relationship between penetration depth and impact
velocity is similarly observed irrespective of soil density and stiffness.
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